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Abstract (en)
A light rail vehicle bogie comprises a frame (1), the frame (1) comprises side beams (11) and a cross beam (12), a middle part of the side beam
(11) is recessed, a top of the cross beam (12) is provided with a bolster (2), the cross beam (12) is composed of two tube bodies (121), both ends
of each tube body (121) are provided with connecting seats (8), and the both ends of the tube body (121) are fixedly connected to the side beams
(11) through the connecting seats (8); cantilever seats (16) extending inward are provided on two axle boxes of the light rail vehicle bogie, and
a magnetic rail brake (9) provided right below the tube bodies (121) is suspended on the two cantilever seats (16); a vertical guide rod (17) is
arranged at the top of the magnetic rail brake (9), two limit seats (10) right above two ends of the magnetic rail brake (9) is mounted on one side of
each connecting seat (8), and the limit seat (10) is provided with a guide hole (18) for inserting the vertical guide rod (17). The bogie realizes low-
position traction of a light rail vehicle, and the space of the cross beam is optimized.
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